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Medical decision-making

• Task is to make a medical fitness assessment based on a set of 
published rules (in Part Med)

• These rules are applied to different individuals with different medical 
conditions of differing severity and therefore different impact

• Our job is public safety
• Bearing in mind the individual’s right to work



Medical fitness assessment

• The fitness assessment will include medical examinations/ reports 
relating to the specified condition

• In a number of cases, however, it is not clear from the medical 
examination/report (even if it includes comments on function) that 
the flying task can be completed

• Therefore we have the Medical Flight Test (MFT) system

• The aim of which is a medically useful report in the context of 
examination of flying skills.



Basic UK medical flight test form



I will aim to take you through …

• Our recent journey at the CAA
• How we do these tests

• The challenges we’ve had

• The work we’re currently doing to improve the system and gain better 
information

• So that hopefully we can develop a more harmonised approach…



The rules



How we satisfy the rules

• The examination / test should reflect an ability to perform the real 
world task.
• We assume that medicals do this 

• But medicals are approximations to real life scenarios (e.g. vision, 
hearing, rudder pressure)

• Whereas real life tests are actual demonstrations of ability
• But can be expensive, or even dangerous

• Assuming simulator veracity, sim tests map to real-life flying tasks, 
and so could be argued to have greater face validity than the medical





Demyelination
We received a standard

sim report from a 

pilot with

MS



The sim report
• “Must keep hands on thrust levers during approach, unless selecting inputs 

on the FCU briefly”

• “Enhance briefings, incorporate TEM, be clear and concise, and try not to 
be muddled, otherwise this may lead to confusion.”

• Referring to pitot 1 block and ADR speed channel fail. “Did not fully 
interrogate the systems which led the crew to misidentifying the 
functioning ADR.”

• It was clear that he had some problems with his test, and had to repeat a 
number of the tasks, but had finally passed

• We had difficulty in understanding the meaning of the language and 
deciding whether this was a rusty pilot or a neurological progression



So we asked ourselves some questions…

• Are we au fait with what is actually tested in the sim, and with what 
periodicity?

• Are sim tests scored? 
• If so, we can monitor for deterioration?

• We anonymised the candidate in compliance with EU GDPR and sought the 
advice of an expert in simulators:

Captain Alex Rattray, FRAeS  

Flight Operations & Training Inspector, UK CAA

B787 Dreamliner Captain



What is a simulator?

• PART B — TERMINOLOGY CS FSTD(A).200 
Terminology

• (b) ‘Full flight simulator (FFS)’ means a full size replica 
of a specific type or make, model and series aircraft 
flight deck/cockpit, including the assemblage of all 
equipment and computer programmes necessary to 
represent the aeroplane in ground and flight 
operations, a visual system providing an out of the 
flight deck/cockpit view, and a force cueing motion
system. It is in compliance with the minimum 
standards for FFS qualification.

• FFS devices also have different levels of qualification. 
To go direct from Type rating Training on the 
Simulator to a real passenger flight the FFS must be 
at Level C or D. (Level D will have some minor 
enhancements such as improved vibration or sound).



What does it test?

It tests or sample all the skills of the airline pilot including 

• situational awareness, 

• flying skill/ ability, 

• workload management, 

• problem solving & decision-making, 

• dynamic & proactive risk assessment/ mitigations, 

• communication, 

• automatic flight control

• leadership & teamwork 



How is it done?

• Test everything that is expected of the airline pilot in both routine and 
emergency situations 
• Departure
• Cruise
• Approach
• Landing

• A huge advantage is that we can safely expose crew to dangerous 
conditions they might encounter in real flight in a very safe environment
• Rejected take off /engine failure
• Asymmetric missed approach/ landing
• Incapacitation
• Fuel leak/ Engine fire …



How is it assessed?

• 2 attempts

• At first attempt, ~ 40% have some issue with up to 5 mandatory items

• Hot debrief: 

• “what could/ should you have done differently?” 

• “ah, yes, I should have done xxxx”

• “ok, we will now repeat that item”

• Must pass all of these first time at second attempt

• ~4% will fail one or more mandatory item and require formal re-training or re-testing

• Each pilot has a continuous training record. 

• Examiners may chose to read previous 2 or 3 reports, or just run test to get a fresh view



The examiner

• Class 1: TRE

• Class 2: CFI or skills test examiner

• When used for specific medical purposes, the person 
carrying out the sim test should be clear on what extra 
tasks should be assessed to turn a occupational 
competency check into a medical check.

• So we as medical assessors have a responsibility to make 
it clear.



Medical requests and sim reports

• Requests for medical flight tests are complex and expressed in 
technical terms
• It is, therefore, not always easy for examiners to know what is required in 

their report.

• Do we need a survey? A manual? A course? 

• Reports received from simulator assessment are complex and 
expressed in technical terms.  
• It is, therefore, not always easy for doctors to interpret the results.  

• Do we need a survey? A manual? A course? 



Where 2 worlds collide…

Medical jargon

• BET

• BPV

• BKA

• SSRI

• ORIF

Flying jargon

• ECL

• FEPL

• RTO

• SE-ILS

• SE-GA



Where 2 worlds collide…

Medical jargon

• BET: benign essential tremor

• BPV: benign positional vertigo

• BKA: below knee amputation

• SSRI: selective serotonin re-
uptake inhibitor

• ORIF: open reduction and 
internal fixation

Flying jargon

• ECL: electronic check list

• FEPL: flight envelope protection 
logic

• RTO: rejected take off

• SE-ILS: single engine ILS

• SE-GA: single engine go around



Some more detail about routine sim testing

CAA GM Company GM



LPC and OPC

• LST/ LPC: a generic driving test on type
• OCC (operational conversion course) ends with LST (licensing skills test)
• PASS/FAIL > Type Rating.
• LPC is an annual repeat of the LST.
• Results are checked by the regulator

• OPC: checks that pilot meets company standards (so might include 
particular destinations)
• Scorable
• Every 6 months
• Results are checked by company head of training



OPC results are scorable



OPC results are scorable







Implications for sim MFT

• For most musculoskeletal conditions medical exam is enough, and 
even for significant musculoskeletal conditions LPC standard is 
enough
• Can (s)he fly the plane?

• For more complex assessments (head injury, medications, psychiatry) 
you may wish testing to OPC standard
• Are there attitude issues? Can (s)he communicate? Do complex calculations? 

Deal with the unexpected? 

• With some companies’ OPCs there will be a score. You can ask for this, and for 
detail, and for comparison with previous scores



Implications for sim MFT

• If you do understand the language, it may be that the routine sim test 
is already assessing the medical fitness rule …

• Or it may be that you need to ask for more testing than is routine.

• Physical E.g. Prosthetic leg

• Psychological E.g. Post head injury/ HIV

• Behavioural E.g. Depression



Physical
Pilot has prosthesis

Can (s)he operate the rudder?

Can (s)he operate the brakes?



Psychological/ behavioural

• The pilot has had a head injury/ is on medications/ has HIV

• What do we need to test?
• Cognitive function

• What’s the best way to test this?
• Cog tests

• Flying tasks

• If flying tasks, how do you specify the test? 
• Ethics: How much potentially sensitive information do you give the tester? 

• ‘Need to know’ basis. This is about outputs, not about negative associations with disease 
label



Standard instructions for SSRI MFT 



Some real life examples



Some real life examples

MFT in B737-700 sim for essential tremor

MFT in A320 sim for “resolved” vestibular dysfunction

MFT in in B777 sim for Hirayama disease

MFT in Super Puma sim for surgical repair of wrist



Essential tremor



‘Resolved’ vestibular dysfunction

• Detailed neuro-ontological assessment by expert who felt that could RTW -
- but noted residual vestibular dysfunction likely to remain on lab tests

• Detailed agenda for sim check set by medical assessors to challenge the 
pathology and test the medical assurance in the occupational environment

• Assumption: motion cues built into the sim are a realistic challenge of the 
oculovestibular system

• Set out clearly in the MFT form: ‘Please test static and dynamic visual 
performance and particular situations that promote disorientation, such as 
…’





Hirayama disease 

• The medical condition is rare. 

• Check www.uptodate.com

• Hirayama disease (HD), also known as monomelic amyotrophy (MA), 
is a rare motor neuron disorder that involves a single upper extremity.
In 1959, Hirayama et al first described this disease, which reportedly 
lacks clinical signs compatible with any of the previously recognized 
degenerative disorders or disorders causing progressive muscular 
dystrophy. The age of onset of the disease ranges between 20 and 35 
y

http://www.uptodate.com/


Complex medicine:
what does the condition boil down to?

• This is a static condition

• It affects the small muscles of the hand

• What do the small muscles of the hand do?

• How does this translate to operating the aircraft?





Surgical repair of ruptured wrist ligaments

In this example the medical condition is straightforward, but the flying 
situation is complex

• What type is the pilot flying … Super Puma

• What is the worse that can happen ..?





This can only get more interesting -- more complex 
prostheses, interaction with avionics, etc.



Conclusion

• This is a work in progress

• The MFT is an essential component of the assessment of a number of static and 
fluctuating medical conditions

• Perhaps there is a way of more succinctly scoring sim reports for medical 
purposes

• We are working on mapping traditional cognitive domains in relation to sim 
testing

• We have started adapting this work to ATCO assessment



Summary/ learning points

• Sim tests can help you assess PHYSICAL, PSYCHOLOGICAL and 
BEHAVIOURAL conditions

• It may be that the condition is already being assessed/ the 
information is already there … if you can understand the sim reports

• If you do need extra information, the key challenges are to correctly 
specify: 
• THE INPUT: what questions need to be answered by the sim test?
• THE OUTPUT: the results of the sim test for the medical assessor
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